Sentry Data Products
Precise navigation, robust control, and co-registered sensors permit Sentry to characterize the
seafloor and the near-bottom environment on the meter-scale (absolute) to decimeter-scale
(relative) through complementary sensing modes. There are several different data types,
hence, data products that can be collected routinely by Sentry. Two tables at the end of this
document list a complete set of these data types – both those that represent the standard data
sets provided for all Sentry NDSF cruises (Table 1) and those that are under development
(sensors acquired since Sentry entered the NDSF) but are not yet sufficiently robust to be
considered standard deliverables (Table 2).
1. Navigation Data

The most important data-set for any Sentry operation – a requirement for all autonomous
vehicles if missions are to be achieved successfully – is accurate seafloor navigation. The
navigation used for Sentry uses either a long-baseline (LBL) or an ultra-short baseline (USBL)
system augmented with an inertial navigation system (INS) and Doppler velocity log sonar
(DVL). For LBL, Sentry uses between 2 and 6 seafloor transponders, identical to those used by
Alvin and Jason. The techniques used to set, survey, and recover the transponders are also
identical. Presently, Sentry uses up to 6 frequencies and those frequencies can be selected in
software. Sentry interrogates the transponders on a 10 second cycle. These interrogations are
also heard at the vessel, which allows Sentry to be tracked from the ship with only occasional
interrogations from the ship to keep clocks synchronized. Sentry does not depend on these
interrogations from the vessel, however, so if the vessel leaves the site Sentry's navigation is
not impacted. If USBL is used, then the vessel must stay within range (approx. one water
depth) for surface corrections. Experience has shown that leaving the vehicle unattended for
several hours will typically not significantly degrade navigation in this USBL mode although
there are exceptions.
In real-time, Sentry uses the INS and DVL to determine its position. If available, LBL returns are
logged but are not used in real-time. When operating with USBL, typically, we provide a
position correction using the acoustic modem (integrated with the USBL system) when the
vehicle reaches the seafloor, but then the remainder of the dive is completed using the DVL and
INS only. Additional corrections are sent, if and as needed and are important if the mission plan
requires the vehicle to hit a target to within a few meters (e.g. to photograph a specific site).
At the end of each run, the data is post-processed to produce a more accurate track (Fig.1). If
LBL was used, those fixes are computed from travel times logged in real-time. The USBL or LBL
data are reprocessed to remove fliers. The filtering algorithm is fully automated based on the
dead-reckoning (DR) track, requiring only that the starting position be entered. The refined
fixes and the DR data are recombined using a complimentary filter. The final processed
navigation data is reported in latitude and longitude in decimal degrees (suitable for importing
into GMT and other mapping tools) and is embedded within the time-stamped scientific data
file for each dive (see later).
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Figure 1 - Example of processed post-dive navigation data (black line) as derived from withindive USBL fixes (blue line) from a Sentry multibeam run (80 meters height) (D. Yoerger, WHOI).
The post-dive corrections are quite small, the rms value of the combined x and y correction for
the entire dive is less than 10 m (Fig.2)
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Figure 2 - This plot shows the post-dive correction applied to the real-time dead-reckoning track
(upper panel) and the x coordinate of the processed track (lower panel). We conclude that our
real-time track, which does not use USBL or LBL information, remains consistent with the USBL
track to within 10-15 meters, and most of the time the real-time track is more consistent. This
confirms that we do not need to correct the track in real-time to achieve adequate multibeam
coverage.
2. Bathymetric Data
Sentry carries a Reson 7125 multibeam sonar with 400 khz transducers. This produces useful
swaths up to 250m wide depending on the bottom type and survey height. Trackline spacing
must be set ~20% smaller than the maximum swath to ensure coverage in rough terrain and to
provide overlap. Figure 3 lists coverage rates and resolutions for the multibeam sonar. Note
that simply flying closer to the seafloor (20m vs 80m) improves spatial resolution across-track
but only by also reducing the survey speed for Sentry can the spatial resolution along-track be
improved comparably. While the rate to cover a unit area is lower at a reduced speed of
0.7m/sec in a 20m altitude survey, the reduced power consumption associated with this
recommended mode of operation optimizes the total area that can be surveyed at high
resolution during the time for which such mapping can be sustained on a single Sentry dive.
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Figure 3 - Sentry Multibeam Approximate Coverage Rates
Occasionally, our standard processed maps can be improved with an additional navigation
correction step, as the resolution of the multibeam soundings can sometimes exceed the
precision of Sentry's processed navigation. Depending on the quality of the USBL or LBL data,
the precision of Sentry's navigation is usually better than 10 meters. Given the high resolution
of the soundings (512 pings across a 200m swath), sometimes boundaries between the
individual swaths can be seen in the processed grids, especially if the artificial lighting used in
making the plot is aligned to emphasize these boundaries. While these can be eliminated with
a further processing step utilizing the multibeam data to refine the navigation (mbnavadjust),
NDSF only processes the data using our high-quality automated tools (see below) before
delivering the standard data-products to the science party.
The bathymetric data generated by Sentry is made available to the science user in four data
product forms suitable for different science user needs:
•

•

•
•

Raw and processed navigated profile data files (mb88 format). These can be reprocessed by the science party as required. The science party may decide to edit the
data by hand to recover those few good soundings that our automated editors have
removed and to remove the few remaining fliers. We believe recent improvements
in our automated editor make this unnecessary (Fig.3), but we recommend a careful
review of the edited profiles by someone with good geological insight.
Gridded (at appropriate resolution) data files (as agreed by the PI & Expedition
Leader, in consultation) in .grd format which can readily be imported by the scientist
into generic software such as GMT or Matlab, whether at sea or for post-cruise
analysis.
fbt files. This is an MB-System format for the navigated, edited ping data that can be
readily loaded into Matlab or Fledermaus. These files can also be used to produce
additional grids (different grid spacings) or to produce grids from multiple dives.
Processed map images in .eps, .ps, and .pdf formats that can be used by the science
party for immediate visualization of the gridded data set, further dive planning while
at sea and post-cruise report generation and publications.
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Figure 4 - Example of a bathymetric map image generated at sea (J. Sinton, University of Hawaii;
D. Yoerger, WHOI). This image was produced using only our automated scripts with no hand
editing or final navigation correction.
3. Photographic Images
Color photographs can be obtained from Sentry using a dedicated, high dynamic range (12-bit)
1024 x 1024 digital still camera. At an altitude of 5m above bottom, each image measures
approximately 3m x 3m. A fresh image can be captured every 5 seconds from Sentry which, at
a programmed survey speed of 0.4m/sec, generates a 33% overlap between adjacent images.
The standard photographic data product generated by Sentry is a series of processed, timestamped, color TIFF files. Together with the navigation, heading and altitude (height-offbottom) data included in the science sensor data files (see later) this provides all the material
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necessary for interested scientists to generate photo-mosaics of areas of particular interest.
Photos are color corrected and sharpened via an automated script. For individual photos, hand
correction will often yield better results, but that is beyond the scope of what NDSF staff can
support as standard. Instead, a complete set of unmodified TIFFs are also provided such that
the science party can edit any individual photographs of particular interest by hand, as desired.

Figure 5 - Example of a recent Sentry photograph (O. Pizarro and D. Valentine, Seeps 2009 cruise)
In addition to the basic photos, Sentry is now able to provide .ogv and .mp4 movie files
containing annotated images in succession for rapid review. Images are also provided in .kmz
format for automatic import into Google Earth. Science users are reminded that they will need
to cache all Google Earth layers prior to going to sea as shipboard data links are inadequate to
allow for real time download.
4. Standard 3-D Navigation & Science (geophysical and oceanographic) Data Arrays
In addition to bathymetry and photographic data, numerous other sensors are routinely
deployed on Sentry. In the case of standard sensors provided by NDSF (see below) these data
are logged by the onboard computer system. Data are compiled at the end of each dive into a
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single scientific data file that is made available as a comma-separated-value text file. This is a
format that can readily be imported into numerous data-analysis programs such as MatLab or
other software appropriate for handling large data-files (e.g. Kaleidagraph - Mac OSX). [NB:
although .csv format files make for easy accessibility, the volumes of data collected by Sentry
on any given dive are large. Consequently, some non-specialist software (e.g. Microsoft Excel)
which only allow files of up to ca. 65,000 lines of to be opened, cannot be relied upon for
routine usage. Science users wishing to take advantage of Sentry’s capabilities will need to
come to sea ready to take full advantage of the wealth of data that they will generate from
their funded projects. Users who need advice or guidance about this are strongly encouraged
to communicate with the Sentry group well ahead of the departure date.] The science data in
each .csv file is organized into columns with headings that cover time, processed navigation
(vehicle position given in latitude and longitude in decimal degrees), depth, pressure (the
primary variable from which depth is derived), height off bottom and heading (both essential
for photo-mosaicking). Oceanographic data included in the same file include conductivity and
temperature from each of the two C,T sensor pairs mounted on the vehicle and optical
backscatter output from the Seapoint OBS instrument. Geophysical data routinely collected on
all deployments (in addition to the bathymetric data discussed previously) includes 3
components of magnetic field data from two magnetometers located side by side
approximately 1 meter apart on the horizontal plane of the vehicle. A third magnetometer has
recently been installed approximately one meter above this plane. Please note that high
precision alignment and position data for these magnetometers is not yet available.
5. CHIRP Sub-bottom Profiler
Sentry can carry an Edgetech 2200 M sub-bottom profiler, which uses a CHIRP signal (a broadband,
swept waveform) in the 4-24 kHz range. This device is suitable for estimating sediment cover in
volcanic terrain, and can penetrate softer seafloors to a depth of several 10s of meters. We have
also used this sonar to detect probable methane seeps. Data from the sub-bottom profiler is
furnished in Edgetech's proprietary .jsf format with navigation pre-populated. These files can be
read by most major sub-bottom packages. While we are investigating the ability to provide SEGY
files we cannot currently support this format. TIFF images of strips of data are provided with start
and stop latitude and longitude annotated. Our standard product includes these raw files as well as
files in which position, depth, and attitude fields are filled post-dive.
6. Sidescan Sonar
Sentry can be equipped with a sidescan sonar system at 125 kHz, 400 kHz, or both. Users
should be aware that currently use of the sidescan sonar reduces the weather window in which
the vehicle can be operated but this will be resolved with the introduction of a new vehicle
cradle in June 2012. Raw sidescan data is delivered as navigated JSF files. In addition to raw
data, gain-corrected, bottom-tracked, and nadir-trimmed strip plots for every survey line are
delivered as geoTIFF files. Non-publication quality (i.e. non gain-matched) mosaics can be
provided on request. We do have the capability to provide gain matched (i.e. publication
quality) mosaics and mosaics draped onto bathy in a Fledermaus scene, but the at sea data
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processing workload precludes this being a standard product. Small segments may be provided
on request at sea at the discretion of the Expedition Leader, and additional arrangements can
be made for shoreside processing if this is a desired data product for your cruise. All of our
sidescan processing is done using proprietary software from Chesapeake. All of the proprietary
data format files created by this software are provided. The cost of this license precludes us
from being able to make an NDSF copy available to science users, even at sea.
7. Custom Data
Many science users wish to receive data either in custom formats or to use their own sensors.
We do our best to accommodate these requests whenever possible. To maximize the chances
for success, we strongly recommend discussing these topics very early in the pre-cruise
planning process (six months before departure if possible) or possibly even prior to proposal
submission if it is critical to the cruise.
8. Timeliness of Data Delivery
Oceanographic sensor (e.g., CTD, OBS) data, coregistered with navigational data, are typically
available to the science party within 3 hours of the end of the dive. The larger volumes of
multibeam, sub-bottom, sidescan, and/or photographic data collected, however, typically
require longer download times and substantially more processing effort. Preliminary multibeam maps are usually available within 6 hours. Camera imagery post-processing is automated
but (depending on the number of images obtained) requires 12 to 24 hours before the final
pictures can be delivered to the science party. Sidescan strip plots can typically be delivered in
24-36 hours (mosaics and drapes, if agreed to, may take days to weeks as they have to be fit in
around other workload) due to the long download times and the substantial effort associated
with gain correction etc. Sub-bottom data can typically be delivered within 3-6 hours of
recovery but since the data is in the same file as the sidescan data, it can take significantly
longer to download and deliver if the sidescan is installed.
At the end of the cruise, we provide the Chief Scientist with one complete copy of all of the
data collected on external USB hard drives (formatted as NTFS or FAT32). If a ship data server is
available, data files such as the SCC files and the multibeam sonar GRD and postscript files may
be uploaded to the server as they are completed. A Sentry data server may also be set up to
provide access to files for the broader science party. Similarly, the Science Party is free to bring
additional drives, as required, for additional copies to be made. These drives should be
sufficient to contain the full cruise data-set within a single drive (we currently recommend 3TB
for cruises with limited photo or sidescan work and multiple 3TB drives otherwise) that should
be free of all other content, and should be provided to the Sentry team at the outset of the
cruise to ensure that the entire data-set can be transferred to the drive in a timely fashion.
In addition to the standard data products listed here, the Sentry team also generates an
illustrated summary report at cruise end that details all Sentry operations and lists all data
products generated during the cruise.
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Table 1 - Standard Sentry Data Deliverables
Category

File Type

Suffix

Nav./
Sensors

summary
(flat ASCII)

Bathy

gridded bathy

.grd

gridded bathymetry

import to other packages such as Matlab or
GMT for generating plots or analysis

Bathy

gridded bathy

.asc

arc/info ASCII grid

import to GIS

Bathy

gridded bathy

.ps, .pdf, bathy image
.png

Bathy

fbt

.fbt

edited and geolocated import to packages to grid and display data
multibeam ping data
such as Fledermaus, Matlab.

Photos

raw image file

.tif

raw image directly from image appears monochrome, must be
camera
Bayer-encoded for color. Not useful without
further processing

Photos

raw color image .tif
file

Bayer-encoded
processed by
software

Photos

processed
image file

color-balanced
equalized images

Photos

photo movie

.ogv,
.mp4

color
balance
and rapid review of large numbers of photos
annotated images stitched
together into a movie file

Photos

kmz files

.kmz

color corrected, annotated, Importing photos into Google Earth
and geo-referenced photos

Sensors

mat files

.mat

sensor data recorded at import into Matlab for processing. This is
native rates
the preferred route for data such as
magnets where down sampling and time
interpolation of the .scc file is inappropriate.

file .scc

color .tif

Contents

Usage

date, time, lat, lon, depth, import to other packages for analysis,
height,
conductivity, plotting
temperature,
magnetometer

import into documents (MS Word), latex),
web pages

image color image, before equalization or color
real-time balancing. Not useful without further
processing.
and import into documents, web pages, or
mosaic packages

CHIRP & navigated
sub .jsf
Sidescan bottom
&
sidescan files

Edgetech sub bottom and Useful if adding new navigation tracks
sidescan files

CHIRP & navigated
sub .jsf
Sidescan bottom
and
sidescan files

Edgetech and sub-bottom Can be pulled into MB systems or other
files with the navigation similar software for further processing.
headers populated

Sidescan

Geo TIFF

.tif

Geolocated strips of gain Can be exported into GIS, Fledermaus, etc
corrected, bottom tracked
sidescan data

Sidescan

Chesapeake
project files

Multiple Project files from sidescan Further processing
processing
Chesapeake software

CHIRP

JPEG strips

.jpg

of

data

using

Annotated gain corrected Visualization of sea floor layers
pictures of tracks
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